
A Brief Exchange on the Poetics of Politics, between Charles Alexander and Kent Johnson 

Kent Johnson wrote, on May 27, 2017, responding to an out-of-the-blue email by an Australian poet that 
was sent to a list of around ten writers. The email in question asked, with no apparent logic or context, if 

the most pretentious poet on the planet.  The resulting discussion between 
Johnson and Charles Alexander follows: 

Actually, for what it's worth--and not that her work is at the top of my fav list, far from it--Graham 
at least attempts, successfully or not (so many qualifications!) to position her writing inside issues 
that urgently matter, which is a lot more than a good number of self-regarding "vanguard" poets 
writing today can say. Not that writing about political matters can't also be a form of self-regard... 
But just saying: We need more poets to take chances and put their work out into issues as Graham 
has attempted to do, even if she's failed in the large scale, and which failure she might even 
acknowledge. We need to keep attempting and failing, that's a central task right now, I'd say. 

Someone out there think they are doing better? Give us the roadmap. Or the non-roadmap. All ears, 
here. 

Kent 

** 

Charles Alexander wrote: 
 
Kent,  
 

attention far beyond the mean, toward a poetic-poli  
 

pressing issues. Some of those poets are people who have been part of progressive writing for 
decades, some are coming through movements such as black lives matter, and communities of trans 

past few years have had a fairly strong political element. And even poets who may not address such 
issues directly in their poems, are doing so in their lives, in their communities, in their actions. The 

that has spurred many into words and actions. 
 

experienced so many writers, from so many backgrounds, facing the compelling issues (race & 
otherwise) of our time. It was moving. I know my own work has been impacted by social and 



before then. 
 
This is to saThis is to sa
look at Trace Peterson, Ben Hollander, Norman Fischer, Kit Robinson (his new book: Leaves of 
Class), Tonya Foster, Janice Lee, Ronaldo Wilson, Janice Lowe, and many more.  
 
Charles 
 

** 

Kent Johnson wrote, on May 28, 2017: 

Hi Charles, 

This is a good and thoughtful response. Thanks for it. A couple points: 

Yes, having much been in the editorial mix of a recent anthology of 350+ poets and 750 pp., titled 
Resist Much/Obey Little: Inaugural Poems to the Resistance (published by the book imprint I oversee 
with Mike Boughn), I'm well aware there are many poets, not least younger ones, seeking to 
more effectively link their work to political positions and imperatives. Some of the poets you 
mention are in this book, in fact. And Ben Hollander, you might know, was a dear friend of mine, 
with whom I had extensive correspondence and collaboration. I can assure you he would agree with 
my general estimation, below, next paragraph. 

I never said Jorie Graham was leading the wave, as you put it, nor would I ever. I made it clear I was 
not holding her poetics up as example everyone should emulate. I simply said that her efforts to 
merge poetry and civic responsibility have been explicit and earnest for some time now. It is that 
gesture I was pointing to. That admirable explicitness of intent contrasts with what has been for 
decades a very different explicitness on the part of a significant current of U.S. innovative poetry: 
That the true and lasting political value of poetry will reside in its willingness to subvert standard 
forms and syntaxes, and that poetries that employ conventional modes of syntax and narrative, even 
when directly partisan, are essentially regressive, because they re
discourse. I know that this view has not been as eagerly propounded by its main adherents of late 
(the old guard Language poets and their immediate heirs), but it is still very much in the 
background, even as the new forces you point to overtake it. As late as the 2003 Iraq war, in fact, we 
had Charles Bernstein, Barrett Watten, and Ron Silliman openly attempting to discredit the 
contributors to the Poets Against the War project for not being experimental enough, or whatever, 
with their texts. Truly a disgraceful, utterly sectarian moment, and I am happy to have called it out, 

Lyric Poetry 
after Auschwitz. 



So that is more or less what I had in mind with that comment in reply to 
request], which was fired off without much planning. I seem to do that a bit too often, admittedly.  

developments of late. The intro to the anthology I mentioned, written by me and Mike Boughn, 
points to the need to foster this political-poetic turn via strategies of solidarity and non-sectarian 
outlook. 

Kent 

** 

Charles Alexander wrote: 
 
Kent, 
 
 . . . and thank you for your response. I agree with most of what you have to say, though I hold some 
hope/respect (as I imagine you do, too) that the formally experimental and the issue-based 
commitments can exist together, and perhaps are existing together better, in many writers, even 

would actively discredit other approaches. 
 
I have work in Resist Much/Obey Little, too, and I really value that undertaking by you & Mike, as I 
value your work and thinking about poetry in our time. 
 
cheers, 
 
Charles 
 
** 
 
Kent Johnson wrote: 

Yes, Charles, I know you are there, of course, though I should have mentioned that. I was making 
the anthology reference in part for the larger group, some of whom may not know about it. And I 
should mention that people like Ron Silliman and Bruce Andrews are in it, too, and their 
contributions were most welcomed. Kit Robinson, whom you mention, as well, and whose fine work 
is also forthcoming in the next release of Dispatches. 

And to say, too, with apologies for the quickness (people coming over for a Memorial Weekend 
cookout here!), that I have nothing at all against formal experiment. I think I'm sufficiently on 
record in various ways in that regard! My point is that in the poetry of politics it can't be my way is 



better than your way. That attitude gets us nowhere. Especially now. Glad to see we are of similar 
mind on that and to hear that views in certain quarters may be evolving--or in process of 
"Recalculating," as a recent book title by someone has it. 

OK, thanks. United front. 

Kent 

** 
Kent Johnson wrote:  

[Name redacted] asks some strong questions here. [The writer had given permission for the referenced 
email to appear here; it has been taken down at his request.] And he's certainly right about Neruda and 
Aragon, not to mention quite a few other apparatchiks of Stalinism (the NKVD operative Neruda 
comes in for some strong polemic from us in various items at Dispatches over the past months). 

I think Mike Boughn and I attempt to very broadly engage some of the issues David raises, in the 
short essay we wrote for Resist Much/Obey Little: Inaugural Poems to the Resistance. I'd mentioned it 
in my last, so thought I'd go ahead and share here, republished at Galatea Resurrects, the venerable 
review and poetics zine of Eileen Tabios. 

http://galatearesurrects2017.blogspot.com/2017/04/resist-much-obey-little-introduction-by.html 

By the way, here's one example of what poets can do beyond the usual "poem itself": Tom Pickard 
sent it to us yesterday, and we will be posting it (or excerpts of it) along with some other things by 
and about him in our June release. Pickard and Raworth are certainly among the great "political" 
poets of our English-language time, though the word "political" is pretty redundant in the case of 
their work--it is just the kind of POETRY they do or did--a poetry that erupts from depths of ethical 
commitment, and in totally genuine ways. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLCouN1IGbI 

Kent 

** 

Charles Alexander wrote, on May, 29: 

Yes, [redacted] 
 it seems to me there are all sorts of points on a spectrum, or 

around a dial. And one could name many others, like Amiri Baraka, Gwendolyn Brooks, Charles 
Olson, Robert Duncan, Will Alexander, all of whom write at or from different points on that dial, 
and even who, in different of their works, write from different points, and sometimes about or to 

http://galatearesurrects2017.blogspot.com/2017/04/resist-much-obey-little-introduction-by.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLCouN1IGbI


immediate issues, sometimes to values that inform issues immediate and not so immediate. As to 
being EFFECTIVE, is it effective simply to reach one or several minds, to help them in some way, or 
does one have to impact an entire culture to be effective?  
 
And to keep talking about this, as [redacted] says, nothing is the last thing to say . . . to keep talking 
may be what is most crucial. 
 
Thank you, [redacted] & Kent & all on this thread. 
 
Charles 
 
 
 

 

 
 




